


WHO WE ARE
EDIH VILNIUS is a consortium of 10 organizations, major innovation ecosystem players in Vilnius region
and beyond, that joined its forces to increase digital maturity levels of business and public entities. We
believe that extensive use of digital technologies will increase the competitiveness of the Vilnius region.
With our expertise and infrastructure, we can achieve significant changes in the market. 
EDIH Vilnius owns:

CS laboratory

Data management, digitisation and automation
solutions laboratory

AI technology laboratory

HPC laboratory

50+ experts of digital technologies



CONSORTIUM



MISSION
In the region of Vilnius, the main goal
of EDIH VILNIUS is to increase the
productivity of SMEs and public sector
through injected automation, smart
city and smart health technologies.
EDIH Vilnius will support small and
medium sized enterprises on their
journey to become more digitalized,
and, consequently, competitive and
resilient.

The activities carried out by the EDIH VILNIUS will provide an opportunity
for Lithuanian companies and the public sector to implement the most
modern technological solutions, increase efficiency indicators, and
produce high value-added products.

MIDDLE AND
WEST REGION

CAPITAL
REGION

805 000+ POPULATION

44K BUSINESSES

75% OF LITHUANIA'S R&D
CAPACITY



AUTOMATION

SMART HEALTH

SMART CITY

FOCUS ON



Additive manufacturing
TECHNOLOGIES IN

PLACE
Robotics and automation

Lasers and optics

Smart sensors and controllers

Cloud computing

Internet of things

Additive and Virtual reality

Business management 
systems

BIM



ACTIVITIES

Accelerating the new produts development

Attracting investment for clients and
partners

Encouraging digital transformation of
public sector

Screening and disseminating
digitalisation trends in target sectors

Organising events and networking

Representing business digital technology
needs at regional level

Providing integrated digitalization services

Providing professional training for 
 advanced digital competencies

Gathering data base of trusted technology
providers



EDIH VILNIUS KPIs

Integrated digital transformation services provided for SMEs
and public sector organizations

Additional investments triggered to implement digital
transformation

Number of businesses and public sector entities, which have
used the services of EDIH VILNIUS

270

120

3
mio

2023 - 2025

Number of collaborations with other EDIHs and stakeholders
outside the region at EU level established

9



EMAIL US:

info@edih.lt

Let's work
together


